
Assignment #2 By Jackie Chang 
 
Topic: Family & Nature 
 
Premise #1: Family man is dedicated to his mountain farm and keeping it chemical-free but not a single apple grows. After years of ridicule, he gets 
pushed over the edge. But little does he know, all the nurture may be worth it. 
 
Genre: Fantasy/Drama/Abstract 
 
Paragraph Synopsis:  
Based on a true story: http://search.japantimes.co.jp/cgi-bin/nn20071004f3.html 
A man promises to never use chemicals, fertilizers or anything unnatural to care for his apple farm because his wife is allergic. Years and years of 
hard work go by without a single apple on his mountain. His wife and children question his techniques and encourage him but behind his back, they 
want him to give up. One night, the man feeling rash and ashamed, writes a note, grabs a rope and goes to the top of the mountain to end his life on a 
tree branch. Crying with the rope to his neck, he takes one last look around and realizes something: the trees up here in the mountain don’t need 
anything but water, yet they can grow and produce just fine. He surveys the land and finds out the ground is deeply rooted and soft. He drops the rope, 
rushes back to his home and rips his note. From then on, he’s filled with great optimism and patience and continues cultivating his land. In a year, the 
apples grow and they are incredible – immune to pests, last for half a year and taste the best. It’s a miracle! Now, his apples are a delicacy all over the 
world.  
 
Visually, I would like to keep an organic and hand-drawn style with focus on the characters’ psyche rather than dialogue. The environment will play a 
large role as well. Set in countryside Japan, I want to make spaces vast and peaceful with a somewhat abstract feel stressing on composition and 
interesting transitions.  
The sounds would be sound effects, no lip-syncing. A mellow soundtrack that compliments the patient visual style.  
To research, I’ll get more specific details on the real story and watch interviews with him. I want it to be stylized, so I’ll look at art by artists I am 
inspired by. This film is intended for a general public, for them to learn the importance of nurture, avoiding shortcuts cause in the end, it’ll be much 
more rewarding.  
 
Premise #2: A kid is doing show and tell in class and tells stories of his great grandmother…. Aka Grandma Chang’s Bad Ass Adventures – Clips of 
her crazy life including being a town butcher, arranged marriage with a army general, riding a motorcycle, getting stabbed etc. 
Genre: Comedy/Fantasy 
Paragraph Synopsis:  
Based on a true story again: I admire my grandmother and it’d be fun to tell her tales in animated form because she is a strong character.  
I want the film to seem like it’s being told from her great children’s point of view (my future kid) as a legendary tale. Animated like a kid’s cartoon – 
bright colours, fast-paced, a lot of energy. Set in countryside Taiwan with mountains, farm life, many references to Taiwanese culture. Exaggerated 
emotions and character gestures. It would feature traditional Taiwanese music spun in a quirky simpler way.  
 

http://search.japantimes.co.jp/cgi-bin/nn20071004f3.html


 



 
 
 
 
 





 
 
 


